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COMMUNITY // open doors

Light on Lotus 
Mar Vista

 
3807 Grand View Blvd,
310-295-1125, lightonlotus.com 

There’s a bright little light in the diverse Mar Vista neighborhood on 
Grandview Boulevard, just off Venice. 

Light On Lotus is a colorful space founded by Kate Duyn Cariati.  The 
dedicated and popular teacher with nearly two decades of experience has 
taught, helped open studios, and led teacher trainings from New York to 
San Francisco to Los Angeles.

“At this point in my life as a teacher and a mother, I could no longer 
continue to teach at seven different locations. I like to be involved in my 
local community and I've wanted to create a home for Lotus Flow since 
moving to LA in 2009,” notes Cariati.

Lotus Flow comes from the famous Laughing Lotus studio in NYC 
where Duyn Cariati trained in the early 2000s. Her dance background 
led her to yoga and the playful, creative, and intelligent sequencing of 
Lotus Flow drew her in instantly—which makes sense as she is also  
playful, creative, and intelligent.  

Although Light on Lotus is a Laughing Lotus affiliate, it stands on its 
own with a community Kate has mentored. The staff, space, and all of its 
accoutrements, from the little garden and boutique to the amazing art, was 
selected by Cariati. The sunny and airy studio with skylights and a gold 
graffiti wall by DJ Neff also has a retail storefront hosting local artists, 
designers, jewelry, home decor, and of course, yoga apparel and supplies. 

Kate says, “I’m excited to host the Lotus family and have hired teach-
ers based on their character and integrity. Our teachers are trained in 
the Lotus Flow style and sequencing based on the chakra system. It’s 
the unifying through-line that gives us a sense of cohesion.” 

By Laurie Searle, an international yoga teacher leading workshops and trainings 
with Yoga and Fitness to Go and the Sphota Yoga school. She’s the creator of the 
Superhero Lady Yoga and the 501(c)(3) F.E.D. Fight Eating Disorders: YogaAnd-
Fitnes-sToGo.com.

In-Trinity Dojo
Santa Barbara

 
311 Paseo Nuevo
877-816-1671, in-trinity.com/sb-dojo

According to the team at In-Trinity, a dojo is a “sanctuary that  
nurtures mind-body transformation.” The Santa Barbara In-Trinity 
Dojo definitely fulfills this description. 

In-Trinity is the latest paradigm-shifting mind-body-spirit transforma-
tional exercise developed by Spinning trailblazer Johnny G. Johnny. He 
spent years collaborating with the engineers at Matrix Fitness to fine-tune 
the method’s signature In-Trinity Board. The Board allows people to be 
challenged in their workout on a slanted surface that allows them to utilize 
the negative space beneath and around the board to access body move-
ments in new shapes and directions. The Santa Barbara Dojo is created 
and conceived by Johnny and his wife, interior designer Jodi G.

From the moment you walk through the doors of the showpiece 
studio in downtown Santa Barbara’s Paseo Neuvo walking mall, you 
feel the effects of the dojo’s immersive experience. The Dojo is a sweet 
sanctuary for mind, body, and soul. Every detail is exquisite—from the 
absolutely gorgeous design elements, to the items in the carefully curated 
lifestyle boutique, to the mindful classes. 

Two different class formats are offered. Restorative Energy-Yin  
offers movement with a focused pace, concentrating on stabilization and 
activation of intrinsic muscles. The more challenging Energy-Yang class 
offers movement through 5 aspects of the In-Trinity system of agility, 
balance, coordination, flexibility, and strength.

I loved the entire experience of the In-Trinity Dojo. You can feel the 
love and energy that built and continues to thrive in the dojo. After any 
time spent here, you feel restored and energized. 

By Tai Kerbs, a Santa Barbara-based photographer who creates images with love, 
light & soul...found at www.photaigraphy.com
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